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Abstract: In this paper we discuss a three-step strategy to evaluate data quality in terms of item nonresponse and to identify potentially flawed questions. We provide an example with several data sets of a large-scale social scientific study to illustrate the application of the strategy and to highlight its benefits.

In survey research it is common practice to test questions ex ante, for example by means of cognitive pretesting. Nevertheless, it is necessary to check the respondents’ response behavior throughout the questionnaire to evaluate the quality of the collected data. Articles addressing item nonresponse mostly focus on individuals or specific questions – adjusting the focus on the questionnaire as a whole seems to be a fruitful addition for survey methodology. Shifting the perspective enables us to identify problematic questions ex post and adjust the questionnaire or research design before re-applying it to further studies or to assess the data quality of a study. This need may arise from shortcomings or failures during the cognitive pretesting or as a result of unforeseen events during the data collection. Furthermore, result of this ex post analysis may be an integral part of data quality reports.

Introduction

In this paper we present a three-step strategy to evaluate data quality in terms of item nonresponse and to identify potentially flawed questions. Increasing the quality of data from surveys is a major goal of contemporary research in survey methodology. An important aspect of data quality is the level of item nonresponse (INR; see, for instance, the total survey error framework: Biemer & Lyberg, 2003; Groves, et al., 2009; Weisberg, 2005), which among other things encompasses don’t know answers (DK) and refusals (Shoemaker, Eichholz, & Skewes, 2002). A large amount of research has targeted the issue of theoretical explanations of item nonresponse (Beatty & Herrmann, 2002) and the role of respondents, interviewers, and question properties on the emergence of item nonresponse (among others Gabriel & Thaidigsmann, 2009; Koch & Blohm, 2009; Pickery & Loosveldt, 1998, 2001, 2004; Stocké & Stark, 2005; Tourangeau, Rips, & Rasinski, 2000) as well as on how to prevent and to cope with item nonresponse (De Leeuw, Hox, & Huisman, 2003; Weisberg, 2005). However, little is known about how to determine whether the level of item nonresponse of any question in our data sets is critical or negligible besides the general notion that item nonresponse should be as low as possible (Saris & Gallhofer, 2007a, p. 186). Hence, if we want to assess the quality of our data and examine whether questions are flawed, we are confronted with two challenges: First, we have to assess the extent of item nonresponse and to decide whether item
nonresponse is critical. Second, we need to examine the likely causes of item nonresponse and to
determine whether it is caused by unavoidable characteristics of the question (e.g., sensitivity of the
topic) or by unforeseen flaws in the question’s wording. The proposed strategy addresses these
challenges at its consecutive steps.

A further rationale for developing such a strategy is that the literature on survey methodology discusses a
variety of methods to test and evaluate questions before the questionnaire goes into the field, for
instance expert evaluations, focus group discussions, cognitive interviews, field pretests and behavior
coding, randomized or split-ballot experiments, and statistical modeling (Campanelli, 2008; Faulbaum,
Prüfer, & Rexroth, 2009; Groves, et al., 2009; Presser, Couper, et al., 2004; Presser, Rothgeb, et al., 2004;
Saris & Gallhofer, 2007a, 2007b). However, often those methods may not be available to the researcher
due to survey budget restrictions (Presser, Couper, et al., 2004, p. 126), lack of available time or because
one wants to replicate questions from previously untested questionnaires. In these situations as well as in
all survey endeavors the proposed three-step strategy might be an easily conductible, fast and cost
saving supplement to the methods mentioned above.

The strategy does not substitute the use of other methods but it complements them. For example, we
might use the proposed strategy to get a first overview of a questionnaire and to identify potentially
flawed questions. Then, the identified set of questions is further examined using, for instance, cognitive
pretesting methods.

The outline of our article is as follows. First, we give a brief overview of the three-step strategy. After
describing the strategy and the indicators we exemplarily demonstrate their application and highlight the
benefits with data of the German Longitudinal Election Study (GLES). Finally, we point out the added
value of applying our strategy.

The Three-Step Strategy

The strategy employs a toolkit combining both qualitative and quantitative methods. We suggest a
standardized approach of identifying flawed items via quantitative indicators, which is then supplemented
by a qualitative component. The approach offers four key benefits: First, the procedure is transparent.
Creation and application of quantitative indicators is comprehensible and, thus, reproducible. Second,
indicators are computed for each item in a data set. By treating each item the same way, we do not need
to rely on subjective ratings of which items should be examined. Thus, biased knowledge, subjectivity,
and selectivity are avoided. Third, the quantitative component of our strategy can easily be implemented
into automated syntax files in standard statistical software packages (e.g., STATA, R, and SPSS). In
consequence, large data sets can be examined without much effort in the first case. Fourth, appending
our strategy with a qualitative component enables us to take the individual context and content of each
survey into account. This advantage of our strategy has to be seen in the context of a lack of mixed-
method studies on (non-)response behavior (for an exception, see Morren, Gelissen, & Vermunt, 2012).

Our proposed strategy consists of three steps illustrated in Figure 1. Each step is described in detail in the
sections below. If this strategy is employed to summarize the quality of collected data for the scientific
community (i.e., the users of the data set) the findings should be published in form of a report. On the
other hand, our strategy can used to prepare a follow-up study relying on the previously used
questionnaire. In this case, one may want to modify questions to enhance the overall data quality of the
follow-up survey. Both examples highlight the need for a flexible and context-sensitive method in step three of our strategy.

**Figure 1: The Three-Step Strategy**

**Step One: Calculating basic descriptives**

In the first step, we compute the relative frequency of item nonresponses (INR) as a basic descriptive for each variable in the data set.[i] As we agree with Shoemaker et al. (2002) that refusals and “don’t know” answers (DK) have different causes, we recommend to compute these descriptives separately for INR, i.e., refusals and non-answers, and DK responses. DK and INR are treated as two distinct concepts.[ii] This results in a data set on variable or questions level. For example, an INR of 0.1 for question Q1 means that 10% of the respondents, who received questions Q1, refused to answer.

While in most instances INR indicates sensitive or flawed questions, DK hints at questions which are challenging to answer and require certain cognitive effort or skills (Lenzner, 2012). For example, a question asking for the ratio of single mothers with two children in the German population will most likely cause a high ratio of DK. Nevertheless, INR and DK answers are both means to avoid giving a substantial answer. If the DK option is not a fully substantial answer category (e.g., in questions on the respondent’s behavior) but a missing category, there may be need to check the structure of the missing values. To supplement the list of items with quantitative, easy to handle indicators, we propose two indicators for the ratios of DK and INR, which we call ID ratio and IDI ratio. They differ in the way they consider the ratios of DK and INR. Both allow the examination of DK and INR in comparison to each other.
The most intuitive way is to compare absolute or relative frequencies of INR and DK. Exactly this is done by the ID ratio:

\[ ID = \frac{INR}{DK}. \]

The ratio takes values in the range of \([0, \infty]\), given \(DK \neq 0\), and is the factor by which INR is higher in comparison to DK. For example, an ID ratio of 2.5 means that INR is 2.5 times higher than DK. If ID is 0, no INR occurred. In most cases, only INR will be shown in a list of potentially flawed items. In this case the frequency of DK can be calculated by adjusting the formula to: \(DK = \frac{INR}{ID}\). Presenting INR and ID enables the reader to easily infer the level of DK and to evaluate the structure of both missing value categories. The downside of the ID ratio is that it is not standardized and non-equilibrate. If the frequency of DK exceeds INR the ratio lies between \([0, 1]\), when INR exceeds DK the ratio takes a value in the interval \([1, \infty]\). Hence, we recommend using the IDI ratio as a second supplemental indicator. It is defined as follows:

\[ IDI = \frac{INR}{DK + INR}. \]

The IDI ratio takes values in the interval of \([0, 1]\), given \(DK + INR \neq 0\). It is the ratio of INR to the total amount of missing values of the respective variable (here DK and INR). A value higher than 0.5 means that INR exceeds the other missing values (here DK). 0.5 indicates equilibrium between INR and DK, both occur at the same frequency. If the indicator takes values below 0.5 the frequency of DK exceeds INR. In contrast to the ID ratio this indicator is equilibrate and standardized. We suggest deciding whether to use ID or IDI with regard to the research question.

Both ratios are information criterions, which may supplement the analysis of the list of potentially flawed items. They present information on the structure of the missing values in an easily comprehensible form. The potentially flawed items can be evaluated more quickly. For example, a fairly high ratio of INR and an ID ratio close to zero most likely indicate a problematic item. In such a case INR should be significantly higher than for the rest of the items and the ID ratio indicates even more DK answers.

**Step Two: Determining a threshold value**

Identifying potentially flawed items requires a quantitative benchmark, which enables us to determine whether the items show distinctive features or not. An important advantage of a quantitative approach is that a threshold value can be calculated. If a question`s specific INR exceeds the threshold value the question may be flawed and, thus, it is selected for further investigation in the next step. The result of the second step is the compilation of a set of questions, which might be flawed. As the chosen threshold value fundamentally determines which items are deemed problematic, we will discuss this issue in more detail.

For any survey developed according to well-established design principles and fielded properly, we expect the distribution of INR to be positively skewed as shown in Figure 2. Most of the items in the questionnaire...
are expected to show low or no INR and therefore only some items are critical in sense of INR, resulting in a skewed distribution. In other words, per definition we suspect some items to be outliers. Measuring INR for every variable and shifting the focus on the questionnaire as a whole brings us to apply outlier detection methods to simplify and accelerate data quality analysis.

Figure 2: Exemplary distribution of INR in a data set

Due to the variation in data collection methods, questionnaire lengths, question sequences, and survey topics, we expect that the distribution and the average extent of INR will differ from survey to survey. For example, as De Leeuw (2005), De Leeuw et al. (2003), Heerwegh (2009), Heerwegh & Loosveldt (2008), Koch & Blohm (2009), and others have pointed out INR is generally higher in self-administered surveys like Internet surveys, where “no answer” is often explicitly offered as a response option or respondents can implicitly refuse to answer by skipping questions. In the absence of an interviewer no social barrier to “refuse” needs to be overcome. On the other hand, refusals to sensitive questions, for example questions addressing sexuality and income related topics, are more likely in interviewer-administered surveys (Tourangeau, et al., 2000, pp. 255-279). The specific topic(s) of a survey might also have an effect on the average level of INR. If the topic of a survey is highly sensitive and the questionnaire includes many sensitive items, we expect the average level of INR to be higher. A survey may also contain only few
stimuli to refuse a question but still include some flawed questions, because they were fielded for the first time and could not be pretested due to, for example, budget restriction or the lack of time. The INR to the questions in such a survey should be very small, except for the flawed ones.

To summarize, INR is largely an individual characteristic of each survey. Analyses of data quality should take this into account by separately determining threshold values for each survey. We recommend using the boxplot criterion.[iii] This procedure is commonly used in the social sciences to identify outliers. The boxplot criterion is defined as: $\bar{x}_{Q_{0.75}} + k \cdot IQR$; where $k$ is a factor which determines the rigidity of the criterion, $\bar{x}_{Q_{0.75}}$ is the third quartile, and $IQR$ is the interquartile range. Commonly $k$ is chosen as 1.5, in some cases as 3 to identify extreme outliers. The boxplot criterion takes the distribution of INR in the respective data set into account and may be used for different surveys. This is why we prefer this criterion to fixed threshold values as for instance “every item with more than 10% INR”.

In step one of our strategy, INR was computed for each variable or question of the survey. We use these indicators to compute $\bar{x}_{Q_{0.75}}$ and $\bar{x}_{Q}$ for INR of the whole survey as well as to apply the boxplot criterion to determine a threshold value of INR.

When applying the formula without further extension, the method will result in a list consisting of a more or less large amount of items with small numbers of cases (e.g., $n < 20$). For these items a single nonresponse case may affect the INR to exceed the threshold. Because of the small $n$, random error may be the source of this INR. Thus, we recommend to calculate the confidence intervals (CI) for INR and to treat every item as uncritical whose lower 2.5% CI value ($\alpha = 0.05$) is smaller than the calculated threshold value. All items which are only included by chance as a consequence of sampling will be excluded from the list of critical items.[iv]

Step Three: Expert evaluation of selected questions

The final step revolves around the set of items that are to be recipients of further investigation. The individual questions are reviewed by experts independently of each other (Groves, et al., 2009, pp. 260-261). Each expert evaluates the set of potentially flawed items using a fixed list of criterions. There is a broad discussion of what a “good” question is (e.g. Czaja & Blair, 2005; Faulbaum, et al., 2009; Fowler & Cosenza, 2008; Groves, et al., 2009; Schuman & Presser, 1996). This literature helps us to decide whether a question is “good” or “bad” and it points out which characteristics of the question are of importance. Thus, we recommend synthesizing a unique checklist of the literature or applying an existing list for each survey (cf. Groves, et al., 2009, pp. 260-261). A coding scheme for the checklist enhances comparability and reduces problems of transparency and reproducibility of this more qualitative approach. After reviewing the set of questions, the results of the experts are compared. In this process they try to figure out what causes the INR for each item. The characteristics and the (lack of) quality of a question should ultimately explain the observed INR. Hence, the expert evaluation approach aims at assessing the characteristics and the quality of a question. Appending our strategy with this qualitative component allows us to take the variation of context and content of each individual survey into account.

Generally, we recommend making use of expert evaluations. As shown, there is manifold literature on criteria of “good” questions. Using this information, researchers can evaluate questions of their surveys. This may be a first step before applying more expensive or work-intensive methods as, for instance, cognitive pretesting.
An Illustrative Example

We applied the proposed three-step strategy to five surveys of the GLES 2009 with a total of 2929 items. Our goals were to identify potentially flawed questions and to document these in a data quality report as well as to assess the quality of each questionnaire before re-using them in the surveys of the GLES 2013. Using automated syntax files we computed the basic indicators as well as the threshold values and compiled lists of potentially flawed questions for each of the surveys within a couple of minutes. Then, the lists were merged and used for the expert evaluation, which drew on a previously prepared checklist. The results were combined into a summarizing judgment on the most likely causes of INR and recommendations to improve the question wording or the question design were provided whenever this was possible. All in all, we identified 50 questions with an INR above the threshold values. Of these 50 questions, 24 were identified in one and 26 in two or more of the surveys. Applying the strategy to these questions took us approximately 25 minutes per item. Thus, in regard to the overall number of questions and surveys from different modes, we conclude that using our strategy was time and cost saving. Finally, the findings were reported to the primary investigators of the GLES and documented in a data quality report (see Gummer & Roßmann, 2013).

To further demonstrate the added value of our strategy, we provide an illustrative example. The open-ended question on the duration of unemployment (box 1) had an INR of 24.5% and 35.5% in two of the surveys. In both surveys, an ID ratio of 8.1, respectively 10.1, clearly indicates that INR was much higher than DK answers. The IDI ratio supplements this interpretation by showing that in both surveys INR was the main source of missing answers (IDI ratio = 0.9). Following our strategy, the question was subsequently examined by two experts using a coding scheme. The investigation resulted in the identification of an insufficient interviewer instruction as most likely cause of the high INR. If a respondent had not been unemployed in the last 10 years, the interviewer was expected to enter “0” months as answer. Obviously, some of the interviewers were not able to infer this information from the imprecise interviewer instruction. As a consequence, at least some of the interviewers choose the “no answer” option, because they might have considered this to be the appropriate answer. Based on this finding, it was recommended to add more detailed interview instructions and/or add a filter question, which asks the respondents whether they were unemployed in the last 10 years in advance.

---

**Interviewer:** Please note in months.

**Question:**

How long have you been unemployed in the last 10 years?

---

(998) don’t know
(999) no answer
Conclusion

In this paper we suggest a three-step strategy for ex post evaluation of data quality in terms of item nonresponse. Our strategy operates in a mostly quantitative way to benefit from key features of this research paradigm.

Advantages of the suggested strategy for practical use, for example, in large-scale survey programs with a lot of data sets and a variety of institutions performing a broad range of data collection, are threefold: First, the approach facilitates the identification of potentially flawed questions by taking all items of a survey into account. Therefore, one has not to rely on the presumably biased knowledge and subjective believes of the researchers involved in the evaluation process. As a result, selectivity in the identification process is minimized.

Second, the strategy requires the researcher to determine a reasonable threshold value, by which items are flagged, in advance. In further steps these items are checked by using a pre-defined checklist. By standardizing the course of action and applying comprehensible tools the process of evaluation becomes transparent and reproducible.

Third, by breaking down the strategy into discrete steps with clearly defined actions, we achieve applicability for large-scale usage. Steps one and two can be coded as a small program in standard statistical software packages (e.g., STATA, R or SPSS) which determines the threshold value, examines the data set, and prints out a list of potentially problematic items as a result. An exemplary STATA Do-file is provided for download.

STATA_Example

To conclude, the three-step strategy is an applicable, transparent and formalized approach, which shows its full potential when it is applied to large data sets or complex survey settings. That said, it is not a substitute to standard data quality evaluation approaches but a complement. For instance, respondent-centered question testing methods like cognitive interviewing have their strengths in the detection of comprehension or response problems, which wouldn’t be discovered using standard testing methods. On the downside, cognitive interviews are time-consuming and expensive when used on a large scale. Thus, our strategy should be thought of as a supplement to other methods. In this regard it broadens the inventory of available tools. It might be used to back up results from previous tests. The identification of potentially flawed questions in existing data sets also allows for a comprehensible selection of questions to be undertaken further investigation (e.g., cognitive pretesting or split-ballot experiments). Thus, we encourage the application of our three-step strategy in survey research that aims at the successive improvement of questions and questionnaires as well as in data quality research.
We excluded all cases that did not receive a question due to skip patterns, i.e. cases where questions were not applicable (NAP).

It should be noted that it is not always possible to distinguish between INR and DK responses. This is often the case in self-administered surveys (e.g., mail or Web surveys), which do not provide explicit “no answer” and “don’t know” response options. Nonetheless, the strategy can be successfully applied to identify potentially problematic question. However, we strongly recommend to distinguish between different types of (non-)responses whenever it is possible, especially if we have to assume that these (non-)responses have different causes.

In this article we focus on an elaborate approach in the social sciences, which is easy to compute and has the advantage of transparency. For statistically more complex methods one could refer to Barnett & Lewis (1994) and others. Nevertheless, the methods discussed by these authors are compatible to our suggested three-step strategy and may be implemented in step two of our proposed strategy.

We ran the analysis on five data sets of the German Longitudinal Election Study 2009. Using the boxplot criterion with k=1.5 we determined a quite low threshold value. About 50% of the identified items were questions with complex skip patterns and small numbers of cases.